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ABOUT THE WORK 

Living in the southernmost region of Tasmania— a large island brimming with nature, south of Australia’s 

mainland—Lisa Haynes seeks to explore the depths of the heart and soul through poetry and 

photography. Absorbing her local surrounds, from the minute detail to the vast concept of time eternal, 

through the study of words and images. 

Lisa is inspired by the work of artists, writers, musicians and photographers to produce fictional and 

biographical poetry and prose to evoke memory and emotion in her readers, inviting them to engage the 

senses of their heart and eyes. 
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Wishful thinking to explore to 

find yourself and lose yourself 

The fresh and wet air 

Mocks the profanities on the square 

 

Senseless dreams and hopes 

No way to realise them 

Unless we enter into its pixels 

And give up on rest or sleep 

 

 

 

The inner wheel is turning 

It makes a whirring 

That only masked my white-noise 

When will it stop? 

 

 I have stepped on foreign land 

The blades beneath my feet 

A land upon we only gazed 

Meets me at my end 

Now I sleep. 

The Gentle One 

One who hears thunder but only feels rain 

No shelter overturned, no foundation un-laid 

hands never held with force nor might 

Lays down rested, conscious bare at night 

Mind is open, no storm to veil 

No temper tremble, no infant wail 

Thick contentment, peace invades 

The restless wanderings of the days 

Love envelopes the listless rage 

Cocoons it from the prideful gaze 

Tender creeps out, unfeeling of wrong 

Untorn, unbroken, fragile and strong. 

Solitude confinement 
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Word to the mother 
Wiping crumbs off cafe tables 

Scooting glasses from their deaths 

Scrubbing spit off spotty faces 

End of day, treasure rest 

More they learn, more the chatter 

Philosophy of small talk 

Wonder where your mind escaped 

Once I had learned to walk 

Hear your voice in mind over mother 

Tea sipped lips kiss mass of curls 

Broken record breaks the silence 

Time revolves, their lives unfurl 

Chords of chaos wrap up fondly 

Softened by warm blood lines 

Endearing past, forbearance endless 

Nagging finite-ness of time 

For Andrea 

Parental Guidance  

At break of day our Padre 

Awakens and stirs me 

Words and phrases exchanged 

Ruminating upon this mind 

The purveyor of fine intricacies, 

Subtleties and nonsensicalities 

Steeped in Pathos here relieved 

To bathe in bathos  

At the wink of an eye upon pillow 

We exchange a therapeutic peek-a-boo 

With the clouded sun peeping out 

Casting light round and round the garden 

Pure Devotion 

There are some who hold the notion 

that they owe their very lives 

to another one’s devotion 

their compassion helps them thrive 

So an endless lifelong debt 

is paid out every day 

in prayers and thoughts and dreams 

and acts of kindness to repay 
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Wrought 
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Words of Life 

Safe Harbour 
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My kind companions 

Comfortable and close they are 

When we spend time together 

Freely not thriftily, more familiar 

With one another as we buy more time 

Old friends they are who stick beside 

My bedside in all weather 

We gaze outside the window 

Inspired yet silent 

Then all at once our speechlessness 

Pours forth in a flurry 

A sounding board we speak aloud 

In synergy and stereo 

Cutting through the ringing silence 

We meditate in all things said and unsaid 

Wit and whim, in careless abandon 

Combine with comebacks never delivered 

Upon the page we gaze at one another 

Contentment seeps in 

So close we can embellish our flaws 

Sitting patiently again with me… 

My words, my kind companions 

Syntax Error 

All I have are words now 

                       words are all I need 

                              typed, texted, scribbled out 

                                   dribbled out of me. 

         Pleading words, asking, begging  

                           verbal therapy 

         Waiting on reply, words 

                             Words said absently 

         Words poured out in fire 

                       through the scribes of centuries 

         Both comfort and question me 

                       yet remains to be seen.. 

 

  Do I have the words  

        or do they possess me? 
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Cliff-hanger... 

     We’ll share the view above 

      But surely as the day is long 

       Can cheer us on in love 

        Instead a close companion 

         When there seems no turning back 

        One cannot be a lifeline 

       In a fall to take the slack 

      One cannot be an anchor 

     Secure for you to cling 

     One can barely be a handhold 

    To carry life and limb 

  ...One cannot be a foothold 
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Pneuma (Breath of Life) 
 

One simple breath inhaled heavy like dew 

set gale force winds in tow 

To re-arrange my sentiments 

My eyes on an other-world abode 

 

The birth was painful like the first 

shot like a quivering arrow 

Still as a statue outside my sandstone baptism 

this divided my flesh, bone and marrow 

  

I returned to life just as it was 

but touted a whole new agenda 

My circle of friends were aghast at the change 

their replies were like silent surrender 

 

Another life conquered in the spiritual realm 

on the North Sydney Bible belt 

From an altar to an unknown God  

my sacrifice clearly felt 

 

  
Alone among many friends 

delivered to Byron Bay’s music fest 

Swimming in mud, flowers in my hair 

this would put her new faith to the test 

 

 

 

We took along a son of a preacher 

from the backwater of Mount Druitt ghetto 

Jesus shirt, long hair, bare feet 

and a heart for all folk, rock and metal. 

 

Standing behind him in the communal space 

of a crowded purple haze tent city 

With belting bands on multiple stages,  

belting out blues, dazed in self-pity. 

 

He asked them all as they passed us and stared, 

had they heard about Jesus’ name? 

My heart pounded then, my eyes opened again, 

just as when Silverchair played 

  

So we swam about ,wrestled in mud 

not a single clean person around 

We walked and talked, crowded and surfed 

swam the beaches and baked on the ground 

 

Soaked in tea tree dams to tend our complexions 

under darkened clouds it pelted down 

In the midst of sheer joy my two worlds collided 

I saw that anywhere God could be found. 
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Anchored 
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All Creation Bows 

New Birth 
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A Poignant Tale 
 

“What a lovely animal,” some say 

Others laugh in jest, some pray 

A purple ribbon round my neck 

Or a heavy burden, gait in check 

 
For so long so many pin 

A tall tail, a facile trick 

These blinded people laugh and prick 

Me time and again to win 

 
The humblest of creatures 

Dearly loved or reviled 

Bone weary I could not carry 

My Saviour to his death 

 

But surely he’ll carry me to mine 

Over the horizon 

While you were sleeping the sun arose 

The children cried and the TV’s glowed, illuminate 

While you were dreaming the fire glowed 

Dew drop windows sheltered us from the winter’s first frost 

Apples falling to the sodden ground 

Life lies dormant beneath our feet, waiting to rebound 
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Wellness 

Better put down breakfast green 

Chia swollen in my cheek 

Sprouted spelt, kefir, scobie 

Ferment mouldy – in one week! 

Gather, feast on fruit, fowler 

Pummel nuts, mix with seeds 

Grind and blend, raw and cultured 

Peck at shoots, forage weeds 

Solar passive perch above 

Cocky landlord’s heavy hand 

Our beauty mask smother mud 

Bury bodies in the sand 

It ruffles feathers, talk above 

Telling us to live our lives 

Strictly watching whether we 

Survive or if we thrive 

Barely tolerable compare them to 

That barking brute who’s tethered 

With left wing broken, right wing spared 

For escapades we’re de-feathered 

We hobble round and round about 

Without a speck of fleas 

For now, we’ll nest, one day we’ll dare 

To spread wings, fancy-free 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set Free 

I could never live my life 

feeling tethered to a post 

Kibble in the jaw 

Blood-sucking insect host 

Instead I’m free as I please 

To tip toe through the grass 

My head and eyes inclined toward 

The twerps that flit right past 

I’ll chase and pin them down 

Put their noise to peace 

I dash and climb to hiding spots 

Abruptly but with ease 

Until I find the dark has come 

A great wide cavern between 

Where I am and where once was 

My bed, my comfort clean 

All spent the night and then some 

Pacing to and fro 

Waiting for the light to come 

Then waiting for it to go 

Along the black and tarry patch 

Between me and my rest 

I hear them call, I start, then stop 

Put their loyalty to the test 

But twerps and grass and leaves 

Do not bring me my fill 

I dare the black and tarry patch 

And a glimpse of my window sill 

So I lay beside them, then 

Get more than I deserve 

I stretch and yawn, stomach intact 

Curl once more and purr 
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The habits of the hermit 
 

A lightly freckled fellow 

Went wandering down the way 

Chasing after floating things 

That swirled around the bay 

When a glint of sunlight 

Caught his beady eye 

Distracted by the glare 

He clambered up to pry 

Two fine abodes sat lightly 

Upon the diamond sand 

One was new and sturdy 

The other was old and grand 

Upon close perusal of 

The bright lit corridors 

Each had its own beauty 

Buried deep with sandy floors 

One as white smooth satin 

Like a shop bought wedding gown 

The other fine mother of pearl 

Like a woman of tender renown 

The freckled fellow reckoned 

On that shifting sand he’d build 

Between the two abodes 

His of wood with golden guild 

So they sat beside him through 

Wind blow and constant tide 

Each abode did echo to 

The other on each side 

Without even discourse 

Their company they kept 

Creeks and groans, sighs again 

On his right and on his left 

 

 

But neither did this company 

Satisfy the fellow between 

A secret each to each they were 

Neither neighbour really keen 

So up he went and lifted 

The heavy shell upon his back 

Drifted his abode downstream 

Where no mothers or lovers lack 

Where they crawl out of their finery 

And bathe in the sunny bay 

Despite their looks they’d tender hooks 

Not becoming of a cray 
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Blossoming 
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A Fine Line 

The Giving Tree 

“The older you get, the more I grow on you” 
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Queen of Hearts 

A painted portrait 

of tender maid 

wrapped in lace 

and golden chain 

 

A single rose 

in her hand 

her wit and eye 

the reprimand 

 

The letter B 

Emblazoned bare 

the second wife 

Young and fair 

 

Her mystery 

and brave of face 

The Queen of Hearts 

Relented chaste 

 

Her womb did bare 

so many sorrows 

Her life discarded 

New wife tomorrow 

 

New faith was founded 

to cover shame 

A line of grace 

Flows from her name 

 

Untamed 

First, a quiet friend, dark glossy coat 

hanging around me, peacefully 

Grows wilder, lays by me rested 

Gazing we lie in mournful wake 

I stroke its dark and bristly hair 

It grows under my care 

Follows me everywhere 

A loyal friend. 

Soon overlooked by daily haste 

Untamed, unkempt, rejected 

It grows fierce and growls 

Paces the floor, I lie awake 

Our hearts race 

The growing shadow of hairy beast 

Takes a swipe, deflected 

It claws and prowls, surrounds my all 

Steals prized possessions 

Forces me back, there’s worse in stall 

Let it end – save it takes my all 

Grief untended. 
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What Lies Beneath 

Women, neighbours 

flat screen glows 

shattered window blows 

children in care somewhere 

paying her way out 

giving out offers for 

mother’s day photos 

at the family park 

for commission 

Sin of omission 

a fortune spent 

don’t blink! Little faces 

immortalized in ink 

on my wall 

I am reminded of her 

in them all 

 

 

 

Harvest 

I carried a scarlet cross for her 

Dark as His blood 

I held it high for the sake of my 

Own dearest love 

I heard the men I’d never marry 

Judge with words in haste 

Waiting for His tender mercy 

As tears melt on my face 

The witness of a cowering woman 

Weighs nothing in this prose 

The blood of the martyrs 

Feeds the field as it grows 

 

 

Hands that Hold 

Hands that hold 

Palms of old 

Laced with lines 

Of history foretold 

Pointed finger scolds 

Obey all signs 

Fingertips press down 

Pressure points frown... 

 

 

 

Intense 

  Persist 

    Insist 

      Resist 

        Desist 

          Ease 

            Peace resides 

              Inside the enclosed fist 

               You are mine 
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Pilgrim’s Pass 

Tried, true, black & blue 

So close to fine 

To have your back 

While roasting mine 

Move the body 

Do not desire 

Still the mind 

Do not dwell in the mire 

The cooking pit 

Half filled with smoke 

They prepare the spit 

Urge us to revoke 

Body in a cage 

No chance for a dance? 

When the river rages 

Don’t take the chance 

Watch your footing 

Past pilgrims plummet 

Can’t see from here 

We’re near the summit 

Companions of the journey 

No critique, compete, comparing 

Everlasting prize is ours 

His compass for our bearing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Heavy feather 

“Duty is heavy as a mountain,             

death is light as a feather.” 

 ―Robert Jordan 

Thick and fast 

Right, left, hook, jab 

Punch, drunk, reeling 

Painful throbbing stab 

Build quick defences 

Cover vital places 

Stance erect, leaning 

Set, determined faces 

Eyes off opponent 

Solid bearings 

Everlasting arm, iron will 

Master, Saviour, sparing 
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All Fair in Love 
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All Fair in Love 

Laid Bare 
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Lady Mountain 
 
Here we are, nestled in a crisp valley 

bunkered by rows of apples, cherries, pears and poplars. 

Here in a sun trap shaped by the mountains 

rounding us like a sleeping curvaceous woman side-lying 

covered in an olive green felt blanket of eucalypts and pines. 

 

Her shoulder point is the top of our hill, 

our yellow weathered board cottage 

rests in the nape of her knee. 

Her feet dangle in the cool trout stream 

tickled by blackberries and bracken ferns, 

by the rivulet. 

 

Way up nigh the crest of her shoulder, 

leading down to the crook of her spine, 

lays an open range of field  

lying open to the air uncovered and bare. 

Tufts of grass populate the open ground 

like goose pimples pricked  

by a cold southern front. 

 

In Summer the sun peers a brazen eye  

over shoulder as an outstretched lovers arm, 

by winter it illuminates her waist  

over glittering blanket of white. 

A smooth dirt lane weaves  

a long crooked leg from the rivulet 

to a fork-road navel servicing gates,  

apple sheds and stables. 

 

It narrows and elevates between  

the cleavage of tended fields 

crawling up the neck,  

waning into a wallaby lair causeway 

leading to thickets of densely woven hair. 

Nimble and wiry wildlife dart flippantly  

into this mat of eucalypts, 

accustomed to uninterrupted freedom 

to feed and increase. 

 

 

A variety of bungalows lie dormant 

amidst the native and exotic  

rows of foliage rimming the valley lines. 

Smoking incessantly,  

knowing their days are numbered, 

the chimneys breathe warmth and life  

into living rooms adorned  

 with walls of ancestry. 

 

Layers of generations  

cover and insulate the rooms, 

years of wallpaper, wood, tile and paint, 

defending its age and masking  

 the wrinkles of time. 

 

Eyes peer out warped windows  

twitching at the treetops, 

hibernating while the cold becomes stronger. 

Bulbs push through the barrier of clay 

to herald the coming of Spring 

and the blossoms obey 

spreading out in their millions, 

a white spray along the legs 

of lady mountain. 
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Unveiling 

So much time and effort expended 

tediously applying glue 

to the shards that fall from the plastered façade 

hand-crafted for all to view 

How much more time and rest afforded 

if we cheered as each piece fell down 

allowed it to crumble and fall at our feet then,  

rise up on this conquered ground 
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Freedoms’ Song 
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Wrestling for Glory 

Wrestle… 
 Strive 
  Battle 
   Combat 
    Struggle 
     Contend 
      Grapple 

The kind of gentle fellow who lends us all an ear 
Who shares the clothes off his back and casts out all our fears 

With but a word and warning, that nought can harm us here 
When the power of the all mighty, is ours but to revere 

As such, a simple gesture, to pluck off his collar in haste 
Trading robes of white for white, a black-belt round his waist 

Just as Jacob endured long night, these duelling fellows and dames 
Eternal glory for the fight, lest we forget His name 

For the young Reverend.. 

Forza 

I remember the feeling so clearly 
Something severe was amiss 
Walking through doors smelt fear 
Walking through streets was bliss 

The occupation was gradual, silent 
It crept in through a crack in the wall 
The war was bloody and violent 
Defences shattered to fall 

 

 

The trenches were flooded with spies 
Who traded their various wares 
And carried off secrets and supplies 
No innocent person was spared 

Then the cavalry came riding free 

Rising up with the glorious sun 

Led by heavenly beings in three 

They fought for the freedom of one 
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From the Frontier 

Rural fringe 
Dwells common cringe 
Cardboard cut-out street 
Set like flint 
Hinterland where 
Lawn and forest meet 

Cliff frontier 
Carved face looks on 
Ranks of timber felling 
Sinking ales 
Saloon servants 
Stirring tales a’ telling 

Piano stool swing 
whisky jar fling 
Rest old timey den 
Battle weary 
Laden pilgrim 
Poised sword of pen 

For Liam Hugh 

“We take up task eternal,        

and the burden and the lesson, 

Pioneers! O pioneers! 

All the past we leave behind…”    - 

Walt Whitman 

For the First Time in Forever 

For the first time in forever 
The grey did fade to black 
Surrendered with a wave of white 
No feather, no turning back 

The care slipped away quietly 
Like the soft embrace of rest 
The inhabitants played joyfully 
The release of post-war jest 

I wondered if the revelry 
Would cause them all to turn 
Into the breaks of natives 
Inhabited by scorn 

They crept about noisily 
Absorbed in mindful dream 
Their dictator downtrodden 
Marked the end of the regime 

The cheek of it extended 
To the four-legged family 
Howls and yowls of tired delight 
Flaunting the reprieve 

Not so, the older branch above 
Nihilistic post-war bust 
Still do tread in sick and age 
In nought, do we trust 

The strait divide does fare us well 
To set our teeth off edge 
Despite the toil, agony share 
Our souls to Him we pledge 

Ezekiel 18:2-3 
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